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REPORT ON THE CONSUMER CREDIT CLAIMS DEDUCTED FROM THE 

BALANCE SHEET 

 

1. Objective of report  
The report on the consumer credit claims deducted from the balance sheet aims at obtaining 
data required for monitoring the consumer credit agreements (hereinafter “credit 
agreements”) concluded between a creditor and a branch of a foreign creditor (hereinafter 

“creditor”). 

 

2. Area of report  
The area of the report on the consumer credit claims deducted from the balance sheet includes 

the financial claims related to the credit agreements reflected in the items of assets 3.1 and 8.1 
“Consumer credits” of the creditor’s balance sheet, which have been deducted from the 
creditor’s balance sheet during the accounting period. 

 

3. Report submission  
The amount of claims of the credit agreements and the number of the credit agreements for 
which the credit agreement identifier type matches should be indicated as one line. 

 

4. Structure of report line 

1) type of credit agreement; 

2) amount of claim; 

3) number of credit agreements. 

 

4.1 Type of credit agreement  

Identifiers of the type of credit 
agreement:  

1) credit related to residential property 1, 

2) vehicle leasing 2, 

3) leasing of other property 3, 

4) hire purchase of property 4, 

5) other financial credit 5. 

 
The type of credit agreement indicates based on which type of credit agreement the 
consumer’s credit was deducted from the balance sheet. 

 

If the amount of credit issued is given to the consumer for the purchase, construction or 

renovation of residential real estate, “Credit related to residential property” is indicated as the 

identifier 1 of the credit agreement type. A consumer credit agreement for a residential 

property is a consumer credit agreement guaranteed by a mortgage or other comparable 

collateral, or a consumer credit agreement for the purpose of acquiring or maintaining such a 

property, the membership of a building association or an existing or designed building. 

Therefore, the purchase of land (for example, a plot) is considered as a credit related to a 



residential property if the purchase aims at building a housing there, but no mortgage has 

been set as collateral. If the credit agreement related to a residential property is secured by 

mortgage, the collateral may be mortgage on the residential property or other real estate (or 

any other comparable right, such as assignment of materials or right of security within the 

meaning of the Building Association Act). 



If the amount of credit issued is not directly made available to the consumer and the purpose 

of the credit is to finance motor vehicle and water craft purchases on the basis of a leasing 
agreement, the credit agreement identifier is 2 “Vehicle leasing”. Upon leasing a property 

other than a motor vehicle and water craft, the credit agreement identifier is 3 “Leasing of 

other property”. 

 

If the amount of credit granted is not directly made available to the consumer and the purpose 

of the credit is to finance the acquisition of property with hire purchase, the credit agreement 
identifier is 4 “Purchase of property by hire purchase”. This also includes the financing of the 

purchase of a vehicle based on a hire purchase agreement. 

 

If the amount of credit granted is made available to the consumer in cash, the credit 

agreement identifier is 5 “Other financial credit”. In case of a financial credit, the creditor 
may or may not be aware of the purpose of the granted/intermediated credit. 

 

4.2 Amount of claim  
The amount of the claim shall be the amount of the claim related to the credit agreement 

corresponding to the identifier of the credit agreement type, which was deducted from the 
creditor’s balance sheet. The amount of the claim that has been written down is shown in 

book value without any other claims related to the claim (e.g. interest claims, late interests, 
collections costs, etc.). The amount is shown on a gross basis (i.e. without a write-down). The 

claim amount is shown in euros rounded to two decimal places. 

 

4.3 Number of credit agreements  
The number of credit agreements is shown as the number of credit agreements, which has 
been summarised in the second column of the report line “Claim amount”. The number of 
credit agreements is shown in pieces. 


